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1. Introduction 
The extension of fixed point theory topics to the existence of either fixed points of multivalued self-
mappings, [1-17], or common fixed points of several multivalued mappings or operators has received 
important attention. See, for instance, [13-17] and references therein. This paper investigates some 
properties of fixed point and best proximity point results for multivalued cyclic self- mappings under a 
general contractive-type condition based on the Hausdorff metric between subsets of a metric space [1], 
[4-6] and which includes a particular case the contractive condition for contractive single-valued self-
mappings, [1-8] including the problems related to cyclic self-mappings. See, for instance, [4, 5, 9] and 
references there in. This includes strict contractive cyclic self -mappings and Meir-Keeler type cyclic 
contractions, [22-23]. Some fixed point results on contractive single and multivalued self-mappings, [1-
2], [6-8], [18-19] and references therein,  under some types of contractive conditions,  have been  
revisited  and extended in [1].  There is also a wide sample of fixed point type results available on fixed 
points and asymptotic properties of the iterations for self-mappings satisfying a number of contractive-
type conditions while being endowed with partial order conditions. See, [16-17] and references therein. 
The objective of this research is the investigation of fixed point/ best proximity point results for 
multivalued cyclic self-mappings in complete metric spaces, or uniformly convex Banach spaces. 
 
2. Some properties of multivalued cyclic self-mappings with a partial order 
Assume that  d,X  is a metric space for a set X endowed with some metric  0: RXXd with 
 00   RR . Let  XCL  be the family of all nonempty and closed subsets of the set X . If 
 XCLBA ,  then we can define   HXCL ,  being the generalized hyperspace of  dX ,  equipped 
with the Hausdorff metric    0: RXCLH induced by the metric  0: RXXd : 
      






Aydsup,BxdsupmaxB,AH
ByAx
,,                                                                                      (2.1) 
for two sets XA and XB  which is finite if both sets are bounded and zero if they have the same 
closure.  The distance between XA and XB  is  
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                                                               (2.2) 
Denote by  XP ,  XB  and  XCB  the sets of nonempty, nonempty and bounded and nonempty, and 
bounded  and closed sets of X , respectively. The following relations hold: 
            C,BB,AbadsupA,BB,AB,AHD
By,Ax
 

, ;  XBC,B,A               (2.3) 
        Aab,adBbB,AHXCBB,A  ;:                                                         (2.4) 
and   0B,A  if and only if  xBA  . Consider also a self-mapping ipiipi AAT   : , where 
iA  are nonempty closed sets of X ;  p,...,,pi 21 , subject to the constraints   1 ii AAT  such 
that jjpi AA   for any integer numbers   Z 11 p,j and  00   ZZi  with 
 00   RR . If 2p  then  ipiipi AAT   :  is a p cyclic self- mapping. If 1p  then 
11: AAT   is, in particular, a self-mapping on 1A .  We will also consider a partial order   on X  so that 
 ,X  is a partially ordered space and will assume, in general, that ipiipi AAT   :  is a 
multivalued p cyclic self-mapping so that   1 ii AxTxA ; pi , ipi Ax   . The 
subsequent result does not assume a contractive condition for each iteration on adjacent subsets of the 
contractive mapping but a global contractive condition for the cyclic mapping for iterations on multiple 
strips of the p subsets XAi  ; pi . Therefore, the result that the distances between any two subsets 
being adjacent or not of [21] for nonexpansive self-mappings is not required. If ipiipi AAT   :  
is a multivalued p cyclic self-mapping then the set   ii AABP   will be  said to be the set of best 
proximity points between iA  to 1iA  if    y,zdDA,Ad iii 1  for all iAz  and some Tzy . This 
concept generalized that of best proximity points in subsets of cyclic self-mappings established as 
follows. If 2121: AAAAT   is cyclic and single-valued then 1Ax  and 2ATx  are best proximity 
point  if    Tx,xdA,Ad 21 , [20-21]. The following result extends a previous one for the case of non-
cyclic self-.mappings, [16-17]:  
 
Theorem 2.1.  Let  ,X  be a partially ordered space and  0: RXXd  with  dX ,  being a 
complete metric space. Let iA  be a set of  2p nonempty, bounded and closed subsets of X X ; pi  
(that is  XCBAi  ; pi )  with  1 iii A,AdD ; pi and let ipiipi AAT   :  be a 
multivalued p cyclic self-mapping on ipi A  satisfying: 
1.There exist p real constants  0Rik  satisfying    10 ,kk pi i    such that the following 
condition holds: 
      iii DkyxdkTy,TxH  1,                                                                                                         (2.5) 
for any given iAx and 1 iAy  which fulfil yx  , pi .                                                    
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2.If   0dy,xd    for some  given R0d , Txy  and any given  pi iAx  then yx  with 
1 jAy if jAx  for any given pj .  
3.There are some pi  , some ii Axx   and some 11   iii ATxx  such that   iii dx,xd 01   for 
some ii Dd 0 . 
4.      jjjjpjjpj DDdkmaxdmaxmaxd 000 ,                                                                              (2.6) 
Then, the following properties hold: 
(i) There is a partially ordered subsequence  
 0Zkk npnjii xSˆ of the partially ordered sequence 
   
 0Zjjii xxS , both  of them of first element ix , with respect to the partial order  ,X ,  such that 
jipnji Qx k    for pj  ;  0kk  ,  0Zkn for  some  00 Zk  and the given pi , where 
jii
j
jiji AxTTxQ   11 , for any  01 pj     and the given pi , are p  closed “quasi-
proximity” sets in-between each pair of adjacent subsets of the multivalued p cyclic self-
mapping ipiipi AAT   :  such that 
    DDkDkx,xdD jijijipnjipnji   11 ;  01 pj ,  0Zn                      (2.7)         
where j
pj
DmaxD

  with jijipnjipn ATxx   1 ;  01 pj ,  0Zn  for the given pi .   
 (ii)  If DD j  ; pj  then  any partially ordered sequence  ixS  of first element  ii Axx    fulfils: 
  Dx,xdlim jipnjipn
n
  1                                                                                                         (2.8) 
; pj  and the given pi , and 11   jijpnjpn ATxx ; pj  (that is, 11   jijpn Ax if 
10  ipj  and 11   ipjjpn Ax  if 1 pjip ),  0Zn . Let  jABP  be the set of best 
proximity points between jA and 1jA ; pj . Then, there is a sequence     jjn ABPz   ; pj such 
that the following limit exists: 
    Dz,xdlim jnjnp
n
 1  ; pj with jnpjnp Txx  1 ;   0Zn                                             (2.9) 
 (iii) If Assumption  3 is removed and (2.6) in Assumption 4 is replaced by the stronger condition  
5.         jjjjpjjjpj DDdkmaxAdiamDmaxmaxd 00 ,                                                        (2.10) 
then, Properties (i)-(ii) hold for any  pi iAx  .                                                                                □ 
 
Note that (2.5) is not guaranteed to be a cyclic contractive condition for each restricted map       1:   ijpjijpj AAAAT   since all the constants are not required to be less than one in (2.5) 
and, furthermore, (2.5) and Assumption 3 are fulfilled for some first element ii Ax  , 
11   iii ATxx and some given pi in the partial order  dX , . Note also that sequences fulfilling  
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the partial order of Theorem 2.1 can always be built  through iterations with the multivalued p self-
mapping for any arbitrarily chosen iA for any pi   from (2.6) characterizing Assumption 4 of Theorem 
2.1. Now, a particular case of Theorem 2.1 is stated: 
 
Theorem 2.2. In addition to Assumptions 1-4 of Theorem 2.1, assume also: 
6. 0 DD j ; pj  (that is,  pj jA ) 
7. The limit x of any converging nondecreasing sequence    0Znnx is comparable to each nx ; 
 0Zn  in the partial order  ,X , that is,  
              0; , Zn,pjAxAxforxxx jnjnn     nin xxdkTx,TxH ,          (2.11) 
Then, there is a sequence  
 0Znjipnx satisfying i
jnp
jipn xTx
  for some given initial element 
ii Axx   and some given pi ;   01 pj  which is non-decreasing and ordered with respect  to 
the partial order  ,X  and fulfils the following properties: 
 
(i)   012   jipnjipnn x,xdlim ;  01 pj  and the given pi with 
12   jpnjpn Txx ;  01 pj ,  0Zn  and the sequence    0Znjipnx is a Cauchy sequence; 
 01 pj . 
(ii) The sequence  
 0Znjipnx  for any  01 pj  and the given pi converges to a limit x  in 
 pj jA , which is a fixed point of the composite self-mapping jjj AATˆ : , where 
  jppj ATpTTTTTˆ  times of domain jA ; pj  and also a  fixed point of the self-
mapping ipiipi AAT   : , that is,   pj jj AxTˆx   and   pj jp AxTx  ; pj . 
(iii) If, in addition,  d,X  is a convex metric  space, what holds, in particular, if X  is a Euclidean vector 
space and  0: RXXd  is the Euclidean metric, and  pj jA is convex, then   pj jAxTx  is 
the unique fixed point of ipiipi AAT   :  and jjj AATˆ : ; pj  and also the unique fixed 
point of ipiipi
p AAT   : . 
(iv) If Assumption 4 of Theorem 2.1 is replaced by Assumption 5 then Properties (i)-(iii) hold for any 
 pi iAx  . 
(v) If X  is a Euclidean vector space then Property (iii) holds also if the condition of  d,X  being a 
convex metric space is removed.                                                                                                               □ 
 
3. The main result on best proximity points for non-intersecting subsets 
 
An “ad hoc” version of Theorem 2.2  is being obtained in this section for the case of nonintersecting 
subsets by proving the convergence to unique best proximity points  within each subset iA , which are also 
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p  respective unique fixed points of each of the composed self-mappings ii AATˆ i: ; pi  if  ,X  
is a uniformly convex Banach space  endowed with the partial order   and the subsets iA ; pi are 
nonempty, closed and convex sets.  
 
Theorem  3.1. Let ipiipi AAT   :  be a multivalued  2p -cyclic self-mapping on ipi A   
with   XXCBAi  ;  pi  being all nonempty and convex with  1 iii A,AdD ; pi . Assume 
the following: 
 
1. Let X be a vector space and let  dX ,  be a convex complete metric space with  0: RXXd  
being a homogeneous translation-invariant metric which induces a norm on X  such that  ,X  is a 
Banach space. 
2.  ,X  is a  uniformly convex Banach space with metric convexity. 
3. The complete metric space  dX , , equivalently, the Banach space  ,X , is endowed with a partial 
order   defined by (2.5) with    1 iii ATxyAxx  for any   1 ii AAy,x  and some given 
pi  such that the resulting  ,X  partially ordered space  is subject to Assumptions 1-4 of Theorem 
2.1 and Assumption 7 of Theorem 2.2.  
 
Then, the following properties hold: 
 (i) There are unique best proximity points 11   jjj AxTx  with     jjjjj DxTxdx,xd   11 , , 
for each pj  which are also unique fixed points of each of the restricted composite self-mappings   jjjpj AAATTˆ  : ; pj . 
(ii) Take any   iiii TxxyAxx  1  for any given pi  (i.e. x  and y are partially ordered with 
respect to the partial ordered set  ,X  and consider the partially ordered sequences jnpx  , being 
nondecreasing with respect to  while satisfying jnpjnp xTx  1 ; pj  of first element subject to 
  iiii TxxyAxx  1  for any given pi . Then, each of such sequences  jnpx   converges to 
the unique best proximity point jx  in jA ; pj which is also the unique fixed point of  each of the 
restricted composite self-mapping jjj AATˆ : . If  pi iA  then  pi ij Axx  is the unique 
fixed point of ipiipi AAT   : ,  jpj ATTˆ   and  a fixed point of ipiipip AAT   : ; 
pj . 
(iii) If Assumption 4 of Theorem 2.1 is replaced by its Assumption 5 then  the convergence to the above 
unique best proximity points holds for partially ordered sequences of first element  pi iAx  . 
 
Proof: Note from the various hypothesis the uniformly convex Banach space  ,X  possesses the 
metric convexity property with respect to the norm metric  while it is  endowed with a partial order   
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under Assumptions 1-4 of Theorem 2.1.  From Property (ii) of Theorem 2.1, Eq. (2.8), the nonemptiness  
and closeness  of the subsets XAi  ; pi  and Lemma 3.2 [(i)-(ii)], it follows that  
   jijipnjipn
n
Dx,xdlim 
 1 ;     01   jipnjipnn x,xdlim ;  01 pj         (3.1) 
where jijipnjipn ATxx   1 ,     jijipnjipnpjipn AxTxTx   1111 ; 
 01 pj ,  0Zn for the given pi and the iterated sequences; 
   0Znjipnx ;  01 pj  and the given pi are partially ordered with respect to  the partial 
order   , from Theorem 2.1, of first element jji xx   generated from the iteration 
1  jipnjipn Txx ;  01 pj  and the given pi are all Cauchy sequences. Since 
   ,Xd,X   is complete, it follows that   jijipnjipnpjijipn ATxxTxx   11  
and   11111   jijipnjipnpjijipn ATxxTxx  as n ;  01 pj  and the 
given pi  since XAj   is nonempty, bounded and closed; pj and the given pi . Thus, one gets 
from (3.1), since XAj   is nonempty, bounded and closed, and then boundedly compact,  and  also 
approximatively compact with respect to 1jA ([5],[27]),  that: 
      jijijijijijipnjipnji xT,xdDx,xdx,xdD   11  as n  
;  01 pj  and the given pi , where jipjipji xTxTx   11 ;  01 pj  and the 
given pi . Since all the subsets XAj  ; pj  are nonempty, closed and boundedly compact 
; pj then jj Ax  is a best proximity point in jA  of  pi ipi i AAT  :  and it is also a fixed 
point of the restricted composite self-mapping jpi ijpi ij AAAATˆ   : ; pj .Thus, there are 
Cauchy, then convergent since  d,X  is complete, sequences  
 0Znjipnx with respective first 
elements 1  jiji xTx  ;  01 pj and the given pi , each  being convergent to jiji Ax   , 
such that ixx   is the first element of   inipn Ax  0Z which consists of partially ordered elements 
with respect to the partial order   such that : 
 
       jipn
n
jijipnjipnjinp
p
jipnji xlimx.....xTxxTx.....x 
  1111         (3.2) 
with   jijip Ax   ;  01 pj ,  0Z  for the given pi . But jiji Ax   ; 
 01 pj and the given pi , is a fixed point of the restricted composite self-mapping 
jpi ijpi ij AAAATˆ   : ; pj  and a fixed point of the composite self-mapping 
 pi ipi ip AAT  :  to which the partially ordered sequences of first element ii Axx   
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converge. It is also a best proximity point in jiA  of the self-mapping  pi ipi i AAT  : . The 
uniqueness property of each of those p  best proximity points jj xTx  in each of the subsets 
XAj  follows from their uniqueness as fixed points of the restricted self-mappings 
jpi ijpi ij AAAATˆ   : from Theorem 2.2 since  d,X  is a convex metric space and the 
subsets XAj  are convex; pj .On the other hand,  turns out that if all the subsets have nonempty 
intersection, such an intersection is convex so that the best proximity points are all identical and the 
unique fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  :  and  pi ipi ip AAT  :  from Theorem 2.2.This 
leads to the proofs of Properties (i)-(iii).                                                                                                       □ 
 
Remark 3.2. (1) Theorem 3.1 proves the uniqueness of  the best proximity points for any partially 
ordered sequences with first elements in any of the subsets of the multivalued p cyclic self-mapping on 
ipi A  satisfying Assumptions 1-4 of Theorem 2.1 as it was commented in section 2 concerning such a 
theorem, the given XAi   for some pi  to select  the first two elements of the partial order  can be 
chosen arbitrarily by construction .                                                                                                             □ 
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